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STUDENT RESILIENCE

"I AM NOT WHAT HAPPENED TO ME, I AM

We may hear or even use some of these terms to
describe today's students: afraid to fail, entitled, trophy

WHAT I CHOOSE TO BECOME." - CARL JUNG

kids. Educators have valid concerns about a seeming lack of
resilience, risk aversion, and the impact this has
on students' mental health. Why are some students too
anxious to come to school... when other students, in Horatio
Alger-like stories, experience failure/hardships but
overcome it (or are even made stronger by it)? There has
been a focus on resilience (sometimes ad nauseam) in
educator training and efforts at reform. As you are probably
aware, studies show that students' self-efficacy (the overall
belief in our own abilities) is a better predictor of
performance than previous achievement or ability. Bouncing
back IS tough, but we want students to know - so are they.
TRAUMA-INFORMED CARE

How much does a student's ACES score,
or the number of adverse childhood experiences, impact their success in school and
life? When it comes to environmental
threats, the intensity and the duration of
the stressor measures the impact. Resilience serves as a
counterbalance to trauma; Emmy Werner, after a 32-yr
long study examining resilience explained, "Resilience is
like a constant calculation: which side of the equation
weighs more, the resilience or the stressors?"

ROAD TO RESILIENCE

Resilience is not a fixed-trait; it is developmental, it can be
learned, and it can be taught. The road to resilience,
however, often involves considerable hardship and is a
personal journey for every student. In today's world,
students are accustomed to seek connection via social
media; this kind of connection falls short and adds pressure
to succeed at every level. It can be difficult to connect with
some students effectively, especially when negative
behaviors are present. However, there is a concerted effort
at LSHS to convey deep messages to students about
belonging, connection, ability, and opportunity to make
better decisions. These messages - large and small, explicit
and implicit, affect student behavior and learning.

FAILURES = GROWTH

Some businesses and colleges are openly
celebrating mistakes and failures: "failing upward"
is a badge of honor in the start up world and the
project called Stanford, I Screwed Up! highlights
individuals' experiences at the college level.
Camille A. Farrington, a former teacher, and her
colleagues, identified a new term: academic
perseverance - the tendency to maintain positive
academic behaviors despite setbacks. Farrington,
with the background of Werner's study,
concluded that the students who tended to
persevere in the classroom had 4 beliefs:
1. I belong in this academic community.
2. My ability and competence grow with my effort.
3. I can succeed at this.
4. This work has value for me.
EXISTING MODELS FOR MEASURING RESILIENCE

There are multiple frameworks created by experts to try and compartmentalize life's positive experiences and qualities that young people
need to develop into successful adults. Viewing students with a strengths-based approach does not mean you have to ignore the
problems/difficulties, but it may help us frame a student's capacity to learn and grow as part of their evolving story. Edith Grotberg suggests
that children draw from three sources (Grotberg, E.H. (1995) A Guide to Promoting Resilience in Children: Strengthening the Human
Spirit.): I have (external supports), I am (personal strengths), I can (social and interpersonal skills). The Search Institute developed a list of 40
Developmental Assets: half focus on the relationships and opportunities from their family, school, and community (external assets) and the
other half focus on the social-emotional strengths, values, and commitments (internal assets). Project Resilience created the 7
Resiliencies model and includes: Insight, Independence, Relationships, Insight, Creativity, Humor, and Morality. The Resilience Doughnut
pictured above (Australia - https://www.theresiliencedoughnut.com.au/) can help students and adults find their 3 top resilience factors.
Students can take a quiz about their resilience or asset inventory: https://www.resiliency.com/free-articles-resources/the-resiliency-quiz/
or the quiz on p. 4 of this newsletter.
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"You have what it takes to get through this!"
"I believe people - including you - are hard-wired to bounce back from adversity."
What would have to occur in order for you to believe that things are going well?
"What is right with you is more powerful than what is wrong."
“How can you use these same strengths in successfully dealing with current problems in your lives?”
"How have you managed to do as well as you have done?”
"If you've struggled with this before, what are strengths that you have that helped you get through it? How could you use those
strengths now?"
Developed/taken from: "Resiliency In Action: Practical Ideas for Overcoming Risks and Building

"I keep hearing a theme/message that..."

Strengths in Youth, Families, and Communities" and "Creating a Success Culture: Transforming Our

"What would it take to change that?"
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It helps me when teachers/staff:
"Tell stories from the past - about students or yourself."
"Teachers help me when they understand sometimes life gets in the way
and they work with me on due dates."
"It really helps when teachers believe in me and show support - especially
when I think I can't do it but they push me, tell me I can, and tell me how
to get 1-on-1 help."
"Connect me with people who can help when I'm struggling - a teacher
told me to talk to my counselor and I'd never talked to one before. The
relationships with my teachers are really important."

What if all of our students believed
the following messages?
- You’re safe; life is going to be fine.
- Let down your guard; the people
around you will protect you and
provide for you.
- Be curious about the world; it’s full
of fascinating surprises.
-
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RESILIENCE QUESTIONNAIRE
Please circle the most accurate answer under each statement:
1. I believe that my mother loved me when I was little.
Definitely true

Probably true

Not sure

Probably Not True

Definitely Not True

2. I believe that my father loved me when I was little.
Definitely true

Probably true

Not sure

Probably Not True

Definitely Not True

3. When I was little, other people helped my mother and father take care of me and they seemed to love me.
Definitely true

Probably true

Not sure

Probably Not True

Definitely Not True

4. I’ve heard that when I was an infant someone in my family enjoyed playing with me, and I enjoyed it, too.
Definitely true

Probably true

Not sure

Probably Not True

Definitely Not True

5. When I was a child, there were relatives in my family who made me feel better if I was sad or worried.
Definitely true

Probably true

Not sure

Probably Not True

Definitely Not True

6. When I was a child, neighbors or my friends’ parents seemed to like me.
Definitely true

Probably true

Not sure

Probably Not True

Definitely Not True

7. When I was a child, teachers, coaches, youth leaders or ministers were there to help me.
Definitely true

Probably true

Not sure

Probably Not True

Definitely Not True

8. Someone in my family cared about how I was doing in school.
Definitely true

Probably true

Not sure

Probably Not True

Definitely Not True

9. My family, neighbors and friends talked often about making our lives better.
Definitely true

Probably true

Not sure

Probably Not True

Definitely Not True

10. We had rules in our house and were expected to keep them.
Definitely true

Probably true

Not sure

Probably Not True

Definitely Not True

11. When I felt really bad, I could almost always find someone I trusted to talk to.
Definitely true

Probably true

Not sure

Probably Not True

Definitely Not True

12. As a youth, people noticed that I was capable and could get things done.
Definitely true

Probably true

Not sure

Probably Not True

Definitely Not True

Not sure

Probably Not True

Definitely Not True

Probably Not True

Definitely Not True

13. I was independent and a go-getter.
Definitely true

Probably true

14. I believed that life is what you make it.
Definitely true

Probably true

Not sure

How many of these 14 protective factors did I have as a child/youth? (How many of the 14 were circled “Definitely True” or “Probably True”?)
_______
Of these circled, how many are still true for me? _______
This questionnaire was developed by the early childhood service providers, pediatricians, psychologists, and health advocates of Southern
Kennebec Healthy Start, Augusta, Maine, in 2006, and updated in February 2013. Two psychologists in the group, Mark Rains and Kate McClinn,
came up with the 14 statements with editing suggestions by the other members of the group. The scoring system was modeled after the ACE
Study questions. The content of the questions was based on a number of research studies from the literature over the past 40 years including that
of Emmy Werner and others. Its purpose is limited to parenting education. It was not developed for research.
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Frame adversity as a challenge, and you become more flexible and able to deal with it, move on, learn from it, and grow. Focus on
it, frame it as a threat, and a potentially traumatic event becomes an enduring problem; you become more inflexible, and more
likely to be negatively affected. - New Yorker

